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Today’s Agenda
• Introduction
• Updates from:

– Ofcom
– Openreach
– OTA
– NICC

– BSG
• Virgin Media: Trials
• Members’ updates
• AOB
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Ofcom updates
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PSTN switch-off
February 2019 Ofcom policy statement: Framework of responsibilities and
expectations

Quarterly bilaterals with
providers and data reporting

Rollout plans, take-up,
consumer protections,
complaints, trials

Government engagement:
Whitehall & Nations
DCMS biannual
roundtables: next 3 June
Cabinet Office resilience
network

CNI Sector engagement
Key sector check-ins with
industry bodies & regulators
: water, energy, retail,
finance, transport
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Copper Retirement and Wholesale Voice Services Market Review
•

Ofcom’s proposed policy on copper retirement is set out in the Wholesale Fixed Telecoms Market Review (WFTMR) consultation
published in January 2020. Final WFTMR statement in Q4 2020-21.

•

Ofcom’s proposed approach to copper retirement is to shift the focus of regulation from copper to full fibre. Key proposals include:
– Allowing Openreach to stop selling copper services when customers move houses, change service or switch provider, once ultrafast
reaches 75% coverage in an exchange area.
– A period of parallel regulation of a minimum of two years from the stop sell, where the charge control would apply to the 40/10
product when delivered over both copper and full fibre services. The charge control on FTTP 40/10 rental would be set at a premium to
the charge control for FTTC 40/10.

– Lifting the charge control for the FTTC 40/10 service after a minimum of two years from the stop sell, and once ultrafast deployment is
completed in an exchange (this and the stop sell only apply for premises where fibre is available).
•

Further consultation this summer, focusing on the definition of “completed” exchange.
– In our January consultation we proposed that, when calculating whether coverage in an area is complete, we would exclude premises
where Openreach has been unable to provide ultrafast services because of factors beyond its control, despite all reasonable efforts.
Consultation to focus on how these premises might be exempted.

•

•

Salisbury and Mildenhall trials. Statement in January 2020: (1) allows the “stop sell” in Salisbury and (2) makes regulatory changes,
requested by Openreach, to introduce commercial offers designed to incentivise early participation in the Salisbury and Mildenhall trials.

Wholesale Voice Services Market Review for fixed, mobile and 070 call termination, fixed call origination, and related issues including
interconnection – consultation now planned in Q2 2020-21
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Project Update - ‘Promoting trust in telephone numbers’
Policy Update
• Refresh on what we’re seeking to do
• Where this sits in Ofcom’s revised Plan of Work 2020/21
Technology Update
• We are conducting volumetric testing across a 3 node network
• Range Activation and number creation is currently 10k Range to 10K new numbers in 10 minutes
• Number Porting
• We found with Validation, sign offs and managing the state change of the asset to provide a single port time drives 11
updates in the process. This impacts time to transact a single port into minutes
• We have developed a bulk porting process, before committing the porting we validate and have 1 sign off, we create
20,000 port requests in 25 minutes and then Single sign off supports the port and then routing table updates delivering
20k e2e in 1 hour
• Testing will move to high volume transactions, Activations and Porting, we are moving to a 5 node network each delivering
20,000 porting transactions an hour, target 100k transactions an hour across the network
• Next steps will moves us to “What ifs and abuts” testing of the infrastructure and DLT processes
• Our node cost at the beginning of testing was £300 per month
• We have a 5 node network built for end-users to look through the process that is built
• We invite people to review and take part in this element, we are capturing changes to the process.
• We are inviting the community to support building a community distributed network and collectively test
• We are committed to provide a report on the build, performance and costs for our project
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Project update - 'Future of Telephone Numbers'
Update following our First Consultation on the Future of Telephone Numbers last year
• We are undertaking a review of geographic numbering issues with a view to publishing a Second
Consultation this Summer, with a statement to follow later in the year. It is likely to contain proposals on:
- geographic area code significance
- the provision of local dialling
• We would be interested in hearing views of attendees on these issues and in particular on:
- the geographic significance of telephone area codes and how we might retain this post migration to
IP networks
- the provision of local dialling particularly in the context of IP migration
• We are undertaking a review of the use non-geographic numbers (specifically 084 and 087 number
ranges) with a view to publishing a Third Consultation in Q4 20/21.
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Openreach update
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All IP Update
Phil Laws
Openreach
28 May 2020

Timeline to national WLR withdrawal and the transition of copper services to all IP
Awareness of change and
prepare plans

2014
May
2018

More managed migrations
Jan 25 to April 25 – Step up in comms
May 25 to Dec 25 – operate industry agreed managed migration process

Voluntary migrations

Consulted on WLR withdrawal

We consulted industry and started the clock to WLR withdrawal in May 2018
Sep
2018

We have 2047 days until we withdraw WLR products and close the PSTN

Industry working groups commenced
Dec
2018

Another 117 exchanges included in the FTTP rollout plans

Formal notice of WLR
stop sell

Mar
2019
Trials
consultation

With c15m lines to migrate until Dec 2025

GEA-FTTP upgrade
consultation
June
2019

Trials
Response

Sept
2019

Sept
2019

Commercial offer notified
Dec
2019

Dec
2019

SOGEA Early Market
Deployment Launch
Jan
2020

Salisbury & Mildenhall trials start

Mar/ Jul
2020
Salisbury stop sell

Low bandwidth & SOGEA
launches

Dec 20

May 21

Mildenhall stop sell

May / June 2020 75%
notification June 2021 stop sell
Additional 117 exchanges
Stop Sell
notifications

Salisbury
FTTP Build

Mar
2019

Dec
2019

• The overall programme dates are set
• The trials will provide learning to inform the
national programme
• The trials will be held in representative exchange
areas
• Success will come as a result of industry wide
collaboration, captured in the best practice guide

Sep
2021
June
SOTAP launch
2021

Dec
2022

Salisbury & Mildenhall trials
close and products withdrawn
June
2023
Sep
2023

No new WLR CP establishment

WLR stop sell

Dec
2025

WLR withdrawal and
PSTN closure
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Salisbury and Mildenhall trials
Salisbury, Wiltshire

FTTP transition
Single exchange area
• 20.5k residential premises
• 1.5k business premises
• The exchange is an OHP
•
WLR and MPF will be subject to stop sell
•
91.6% coverage achieved to date

Trial dates are firm:
Mildenhall, Suffolk

Milestone
Trials start
Salisbury Products Stop Sell
Mildenhall Products Stop Sell
Salisbury Products withdrawal
Mildenhall Products withdrawal
Trials Closure

Date
6 Jan 2020
1 Dec 2020
4 May 2021
5 Dec 2022
5 Dec 2022
16 Dec 2022

SOGEA transition
• 7.5k residential premises
• 750 business premises
• OHP at Newmarket
• WLR and MPF stop sell where fibre is available
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Trial sites product mix
Mildenhall

Salisbury
100%
100%
90%
90%
80%

80%

70%

70%

60%

60%

50%

50%

40%

40%
30%

30%

20%
20%
10%
10%
0%
Jan

0%
Jan

Feb
FTTP

FTTC

G-FAST

March
SOGEA

SO-FAST

April
WLR

MPF

Feb

March

April

May

May
SMPF

FTTP

FTTC

G-FAST

SOGEA

SO-FAST

WLR

MPF

SMPF

Summary: migrations aren’t happening
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WLR Current Position and Forecast Glide
For the last two years the WLR base has reduced by on average 0.3m a year. The expected acceleration of migrations in
March/April has not happened. If acceleration does not occur, industry will require a steeper glide to withdrawal (scenario 2)
1

2
S1 - Optimistic glide to close

'k
18,000
16,000

S2 – Sustained run rate

'k
18,000

15.5m

-6k pw

16,000

Accelerate

14.9m

-32k pw

14,000

Sustained Rate

14,000
-42k pw

12,000

-62k pw

Stop Sell

Stop Sell

12,000

-46k pw

10,000

-66k pw

10,000

-104k pw

-86k pw

8,000

"Managed"
migrations

8,000

6,000

6,000

4,000

4,000

2,000

2,000

-

"Managed"
migrations

18/19

19/20

20/21

21/22

22/23

23/24

24/25

25/26

18/19

19/20

20/21

21/22

22/23

23/24

24/25

25/26

We are currently running some scenarios to see how the market might be impacted as a result of Covid-19 and will update our view
accordingly.

Making the trials a success
Openreach will:
Publish Best Practice guide
Publish Trial scoping document – target 1 June 2020
Appoint a trials manager

Notify commercial offer and trial start dates
Support CPs with their inventory data - 28 provided to date
Engineering resource planned to meet the forecasts of CPs
Track overall progress of the trial via the working groups and regular CP bilateral sessions
Engage with CPs to war game stop sell order journeys
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What CPs need to do with urgency
Stop sell takes effect 1 December 2020 in Salisbury and 4 May 2021 in Mildenhall

•

Ensure collateral reflects the dates

•

Consume the appropriate strategic products and prove your order journeys before stop sell

•

Develop or buy in voice services

•

Talk to end customers about their needs: CNI, Businesses, Special Services, Vulnerable

•

Start placing migration orders and take up the trial special offer

•

Provide Openreach with a migration forecast

•

Manage the needs of any resellers

Don’t be left behind - this is the future, our ‘new normal’, and we’re starting to scale…
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Collaborating for success – we need to do this together
Key question:

We are all on a journey… we need to consider ways to get trial learning quickly…
Proposal to work through a number of key themes:
• Data driven insights to drive migrations
• End customer cohorts: Vulnerable; Business; CNI
• Rules set, processes, exceptions
We need your engagement to set up and progress the key themes:
• We should consider use cases to gain the learning
• We should test where appropriate with end customers
• We should do this with a spread of industry participants not just CPs
• The ‘teams’ should be perfectly formed – we want input but would not want teams to be too big
• We will report back to the working groups
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Trial Exemption/Exception approach
Some end customer needs may not be met with existing Openreach, CP or third party products including CPE.
Exemption/Exception requests will be considered if:
• the Openreach product cannot be provided to the address required
• there are incompatibilities between the Openreach and CP or third party product where the use case is potentially life
threatening, a critical application within a CNI organisation or has significant end customer business impact
Further work is needed to confirm the trial process to be used, that will apply to stop sell, managed migrations and
product withdrawal. Key principles will include:
•

All provision and migration exemption requests will be on a per line basis

•

Requests will only be accepted from CPs providing the access line

•

The trials team will assess each exemption request

•

Any exemption granted will be time bound

•

Requests will be rejected where a CP doesn’t consume the relevant Openreach product

•

The trials manager must be consulted before submitting non standard orders

•

An exemptions report will be produced for industry
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Our approach to implementing stop sell in FTTP upgrade exchanges
Background:
•
•

•
•

In March 2019 we consulted with industry on our approach to upgrade exchanges with FTTP and to stop sell legacy copper products
Proposed an approach that would give 12 months notification of stop selling of non Ultrafast products to those premises that have Ultrafast* availability and where coverage within
an exchange will hit a trigger point of >75%
Up to 3 years after implementation of stop sell we would then withdraw non Ultrafast products
Our footprint build plans have since grown significantly. We have announced that we will increase our FTTP target to 20m premises by the mid to late 2020’s

Implementation:
•
•
•

We have been working with Ofcom on the required regulatory enablers required and recent Ofcom proposals support this approach and are hopeful regulatory enablers will be in
place for April 2021.
We have started trialling this approach in Salisbury where stop sell commences in December 2020 to provide learnings
Our plan is to now start to implement this first wave of exchanges that have met the coverage criteria.

Exchanges
•
•
•

By June 2021 we will have 118 exchanges that will have met the criteria of >75% coverage and be eligible for stop sell notification
These exchanges cover a footprint of c1.2m premises
Our aim is to issue stop sell notices on these exchanges in June 2020 with 12 months notice, meaning stop sell will come in to effect from June 2021.
May 2020

• Publish exchanges where
we expect to hit 75% in
12 months time

June 2020

December 2020

• Issue stop sell
notification

• Salisbury stop sell
implemented

• On 118 exchanges with
12 months notice

• Enables early learning
with CPs

* Ultrafast (GEA-FTTP + SOGFAST >300Mb)

April 2021
• Regulatory enablers
come in to force

June 2021
• Implementation of stop
sell in the notified
exchanges
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FTTP Exchange upgrade – Stop Sell Policy
Trigger for Stop Sell Notification
• Exchange will have >75% Ultrafast coverage (FTTP + GFAST >300Mb) based on premises* with Customer Ready For Service (CRFS) availability by the time stop sell comes into
effect
• Exchange coverage % determined against Total Network Address Points (NAD Keys) within the exchange
Timing of Stop Sell Notification

• Stop sell notified once an exchange is at >75% or when there is high certainty that an exchange will be at >75% coverage within 12 months
• Stop sell notification is a minimum of 12 months notice of stop sell of products in scope within that exchange
• Should the trigger point of >75% CRFS not be met within 12 months, stop sell will not be implemented until that exchange reaches 75% (which could be longer than 12 months)
Stop Sell Policy and Product Scope
• Stop sell applies at a premises level only where that premises has access to an available Ultrafast product
• Where a premises has access to Ultrafast no new supply of other products, CP transfers, working line takeovers, addition of broadband to voice lines, bandwidth modify, start of
stopped lines or migrations to non Ultrafast products
• If a premises has Ultrafast available to order then only Ultrafast is available and as premises get availability post stop sell they will come within scope of stop sell immediately
• If a premises does not have Ultrafast available, SOGEA, GEA-FTTC, SOTAP, (where no fibre available), MPF and WLR (until September 2023) will be available
• Consideration will also be given to investment policies in the copper network which could include VDSL cabinet capacity and repairs of the copper network
No Move Back to Copper
• In addition to stop sell once a premises moves to Ultrafast we would like to apply a ‘no move back to the copper’ policy from the date of the stop sell notification being issued
• In this scenario the same restrictions as applied under stop sell would apply to that premises
• This would only come into effect from April 2021 (subject to regulatory enablers) and would be applied at that point to premises with working Ultrafast lines that have had stop sell
notifications published up to that date and thereafter
Product withdrawal and WLR stop sell
• Up to 3 years after stop sell implementation and once an agreed Ofcom coverage threshold is met premises with access to an available Ultrafast product will have the products in
scope withdrawn.
• WLR products will be impacted in these exchanges and could be impacted earlier than the national WLR stop sell in September 2023 and withdrawal in December 2025.
*Premises defined as having a NAD key e.g. could be an address with several NAD keys e.g. House with multiple tenants rooms or business with multiple occupancy
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118 exchanges that will have met 75% coverage threshold by June 2021

EXCHANGE NAME
Childwall
Beacon
Radford
Kenton Road
Birchfield
Swinton
Walkden
Sheldon
Salisbury
Stoneycroft
Gedling
Sefton Park
Eccles
South
Whitchurch
Stechford
Corstorphine
Earlsdon
Dagenham
Abbeyhill
Harehills
Radcliffe
Wallasey
Merton Park
Great Crosby
Streetly
Morley
Swansea
Headingley
Springfield
Be/Ballysillan
Belfast Knock
Belfast Cregagh
Belfast Fortwilliam
Daviot
Bridgemere
Bonvilston

Location

SAUID

Liverpool
Birmingham
Coventry
Greater London
Birmingham
Greater Manchester
Greater Manchester
Birmingham
Wiltshire
Liverpool
Gedling
Liverpool
Greater Manchester
Bristol, City of
Cardiff
Birmingham
City of Edinburgh
Coventry
Greater London
City of Edinburgh
Leeds
Greater Manchester
Wirral
Greater London
Sefton
Birmingham
Leeds
Sw ansea
Leeds
Birmingham
Belfast
Belfast
Belfast
Belfast
Highland
Cheshire East
Vale of Glamorgan

LVCHI
CMBEAC
CMRAD
LWKROA
CMBIR
MRSWI
MRWAL
CMSHEL
STSALIS
LVSTO
EMGDDLI
LVSEF
MRECC
SSSOU
SWWXC
CMSTE
ESCOR
CMEARD
LNDAG
ESABB
MYHHL
MRRAD
LVWAL
LSMEPK
LVGRE
CMSTRE
MYMOR
SWSX
MYHEA
CMSPR
NIBYS
NIKNK
NICRG
NIFWM
NSDAV
WMBGM
SWBJY

EXCHANGE NAME
Wettenhall
Childwall
Chineham
Beacon
East Marden
Radford
Lempitlaw
Kenton Road
Llandegla
Birchfield
Boreland
Swinton
Arley
Walkden
Tresillian
Sheldon
Lanreath
Salisbury
Achnasheen
Tudweiliog
Stoneycroft
Rumford
Gedling
Crookham
Sefton
Park
Coads Green
Eccles
Sutton
Great Bernera
South
Otterham
WhitchurchStation
Aultguish
Stechford
Burleygate
Corstorphine
Earlsdon
Crosthwaite
Catforth
Dagenham
Padstow
Abbeyhill
Bontddu
Harehills
Belsay
Radcliffe
Ringford
St Buryan
Wallasey
Merton Park
Harewood
End
Great Crosby
Altnaharra
Streetly
Canworthy Water
Morley
Southwick
Swansea
Canon Pyon
Headingley
Parbold
Springfield
Cranfield
Be/Ballysillan
Tarporley
Belfast Knock
Flockton
Belfast Cregagh
Caergwrle
Belfast Fortwilliam
Mickle Trafford
Daviot
Kentford
Bridgemere
Deddington
Bonvilston

Location

SAUID

Cheshire
East
Liverpool
Basingstoke
and Deane
Birmingham
Chichester
Coventry
Scottish Borders
Greater
London
Denbighshire
Birmingham
Dumfries
and Gallow ay
CheshireManchester
West and
Greater
Chester
Greater
Manchester
Cornw all
Birmingham
Cornw all
Wiltshire
Highland
Gw
ynedd
Liverpool
Cornw
Gedlingall
Northumberland
Liverpool
Cornw all
Greater
Manchester
Chichester
EileanCity
Siarof
Bristol,
Cornw
Cardiffall
Highland

WMWET
LVCHI
THCHN
CMBEAC
SDSTMRD
CMRAD
ESLEM
LWKROA
WNLDA
CMBIR
WSBOR

Birmingham

Herefordshire,
County of
City of Edinburgh

Coventry
South
Lakeland
Preston
Greater
London
all
City Cornw
of Edinburgh
Gw ynedd
Leeds
Northumberland
Greater and
Manchester
Dumfries
Gallow ay
Cornw
Wirralall
Greater London
Herefordshire,
County of
Sefton
Highland
Birmingham
Cornw all
DumfriesLeeds
and Gallow ay
Sw ansea
Herefordshire,
County of
Leeds
West Lancashire
Birmingham
Central
Bedfordshire
Belfast
Cheshire
West and
Chester
Belfast
Kirklees
Belfast
Flintshire
Belfast
Cheshire West and
Highland
Chester
Forest Heath
Cheshire
East
ell
Vale Cherw
of Glamorgan

MRSWI
MRARL
MRWAL
WWTRES
CMSHEL
WWLANR
STSALIS
NSASN
WNTUD
LVSTO
WWRUMF
EMGDDLI
ESCRO
LVSEF
WWCOAD
MRECC
SDSTTN
NSGRE
SSSOU
WWOSTN
SWWXC
NSALG
CMSTE
WNBGT
ESCOR
CMEARD
LCCHE
LCCAT
LNDAG
WWPADS
ESABB
WNBON
MYHHL
NEBLS
MRRAD
WSRIN
WWSBUR
LVWAL
LSMEPK
WNHAE
LVGRE
NSALT
CMSTRE
WWCANW
MYMOR
WSSOK
SWSX
WNCP
MYHEA
LCPAR
CMSPR
SMCR
NIBYS
WNTAR
NIKNK
MYFLO
NICRG
WNCAG
NIFWM
WNMT
NSDAV
EAKEN
WMBGM
SMDD
SWBJY

EXCHANGE NAME

Location

SAUID

Greater London
Coventry
Birmingham
Bristol, City of
Exeter
Doncaster
East Ayrshire
Greater Manchester
Wirral
Epsom and Ew ell

LNGHL
CMTIL
CMHIGH
SSBIS
WWPINH
SLCLY
WSKIL
MRFAI
LVCLA
LSEWE

Burgh Heath

Reigate and Banstead

LSBURH

Gosforth

New castle upon Tyne

NEGF

Nottingham
Bristol, City of
Rushcliffe
Sw indon
Chelmsford
Birmingham
Leeds
Greater Manchester
Greater Manchester
Wirral
Coventry
Liverpool
Solihull
Three Rivers
Sw ansea
Birmingham
Derby
Liverpool
Vale of Glamorgan
Greater Manchester
Belfast
Belfast
Belfast
Belfast
Northern Ireland
Belfast
Belfast
Belfast
Belfast
Antrim and
New tow nabbey

EMSHRWO
SSWOT
EMTRENT
SSTHL
EABOR
CMBEAR
MYHSF
MRHUL
MRWHI
LVROC
CMKER
LVCRE
CMSOL
LWHAT
SWMYS
CMHARBO
EMALLES
LVGAT
SWXUU
MRPRE
NIMAL
NINTH
NIORM
NISTM
NICF
NIDLD
NIEAS
NIBML
NICTY

Gants Hill
Tile Hill
Highbury
Bishopsworth
Pinhoe
Cantley
Kilmarnock
Failsworth
Claughton
Ewell

Sherwood
Westbury-On-Trym
Trentside
Toothill
Boreham
Bearwood
Horsforth
Hulme Hall
Whitefield
Rock Ferry
Keresley
Cressington
Solihull
Hatch End
Mayals
Harborne
Allestree Park
Gateacre
Sully
Prestwich
Belfast Malone
Belfast North
Belfast Ormeau
Belfast Stormont
Carryduff
Dundonald
Belfast East
Belfast Balmoral
Be/City
Whiteabbey

NIWBY
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The contents of this pack cannot be copied or reproduced in whole
or in part without the written consent of Openreach.
© British Telecommunications plc
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OTA2 update
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OTA Update

©OTA2

David Halliday and Jim Reilly
▪
▪
▪

▪

▪
© OTA2

1) Best Practice Guide – trials and beyond
2) 2025 forced migrations including review of SLOR
3) Challenge of EECC requirements for switching and
right to port.
4) Challenge of split CP contracts commercially and order
and impact of All IP migrations
5) All IP Consumer migration test programme.

28 May 2020

All IP – Consumer Migrations Testing Programme
©OTA2

Ofcom ‘ask’
• ‘To work with industry to ensure that End User migration scenarios are adequately
tested as part of the overall “All IP” programme.

• To scope out a plan and to contact relevant CPs to organise agreed outcomes and
timescales
• Tests to be completed successfully well before consumer demand starts to rampup.’

Programme Scope
• Change of CP only (from Analogue to VOIP-based phone service)
• Intra-Openreach migrations
• Inter-Openreach/Virgin Media migrations
Test Criteria
• Consumer Protection (i.e. Cancel Other works, Min 10WD window, NoT, etc)
• Minimal Service Disruption (i.e. Broadband downtime, Dial tone)
• Successful Number port (i.e. Inbound calls)
• Special service restoration process (i.e for extra vulnerable consumers)

© OTA2

28 May 2020

©OTA2

Phase 1 – Supply Chain Model
OR
VirginMedia
(NP Only)

BTW

Vodafone
TalkTalk
Consumers

Sky

BT
Consumer

Consumers

© OTA2

28 May 2020

BT
Business

Phase 1 – Progress update – May’20
• Buddy Group testing between; • BT Consumer & Sky – completed (both directions)
• BT Business & TalkTalk – 30% complete (1 direction only)
• BT Consumer & Virgin Media – 30% complete (both directions)
• Vodafone & tba – Buddy Group tbc
• Number port issues have been encountered requiring CP-specific fixes
before re-starting tests
• Establishing test lines with different range holder numbers proving
difficult to organise.
• Easier to use real-lines & staff volunteers.
• Some CPs not yet ready to commence testing. (i.e. product readiness)
• Overall slow progress but programme exposing gaps.

NICC update
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NICC Standards All IP Update:ND1704 (End to End QoS with Performance Calculator)
– Published standard now available from the NICC Site. Voice over ADSL guidance being
considered. Updated performance calculator for G-Fast and Mobile access methods published
October 2019
ND1443 - Security Best Practice Guide over the access technologies
– Has now been formally published a new version is currently in production due summer 2020
SIP Implementers Guide - Guidance on the use of SIP over UNIs, NNIs and with protocol interworking
– Review of current contributions ongoing

ND1445 - All IP Telephony Industry guidance and Lessons Learnt
– Published November 2019
– Next issue currently in review anticipating publication by June
ND1654 – New voice over IP Architecture
– Currently in Production and will bring into scope internet based interconnects. Publication due
NICC Standards Limited
28/05/2020 summer 2020.

Industry All IP Event

NICC Standards IP Call Routing:ND1524 IP Call Routing
Currently within With TG for approval (due 25/05/2020)
Key findings
• A more efficient method for call routing is feasible in an All-IP world
• Requires a database to support routing records which identify the destination networks
• It is anticipated that a central register of networks and their primary interconnects should be
available.
• Signalling of the destination network could be realised across network to network interfaces by
making use of existing SIP parameters
The transition to a new IP call routeing scheme is not without challenges
• Consideration has been made for routeing between IP Routing Capable and non-IP Routing
Capable networks.
Next Steps
• Feed requirements into a cost and benefits analysis of CDB solutions which would be capable
of supporting the scale, speed, and robustness required to support the demands of call
routing and number porting.
NICC Standards Limited
28/05/2020

Industry All IP Event

BSG update
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BROADBAND STAKEHOLDER
GROUP

WHO WE ARE
The Broadband Stakeholder Group is the UK
government’s leading advisory group on
broadband. It provides a neutral forum for
organisations across the converging broadband
value-chain to discuss and resolve key policy,
regulatory and commercial issues, with the
ultimate aim of helping to create a strong and
competitive UK knowledge economy.

31

ALL-IP STEERING GROUP
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ROLE OF BSG IN ALL-IP
• Facilitate/host discussions between stakeholders
involved in the migration of PSTN to IP.
• Provide a simple way of communicating the
changes to end users.
• Develop a neutrally branded website with helpful
information to consumers, small businesses and
other interested parties.
• Engage organisations (e.g. LGA, Which?, CAB,
AgeUK, TSA) to help publicise the website and its
contents.
33

KEY MESSAGES
• Timeline 2020 to 2025.
• What’s happening - major digitalisation upgrade
underway.
• Why it’s happening - current PSTN no longer fit for
purpose.
• Make customers aware of additional impact if:
– they have special equipment (e.g. alarms)
– they make 999 calls during a power cut

• Signposting to help pages of CPs and other
organisations.
34

NEXT STEPS
• Website development completed and accessibility
review/user testing completed.
• Briefings to organisations continue.
• Launch at end of March postponed to avoid
increasing call centre traffic to CP call centres.
• CPs will reconvene in June to decide suitable date.
• Briefing on 8th June.
• Consumer Communications Working Group will
meet again in July.

35

Virgin Media: Trials
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IP Voice
South West Trial
Update for All-IP Working Group

Virgin Media | Public

CTIO
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Migration Background
•

The PSTN needs to be retired. This is not an issue that is unique to VM, or the UK.

•

Openreach has announced the withdrawal of Analogue voice products (WLR, ISDN etc) by Dec 2025.

•

This will mean affected wholesale customers will need to provide voice services to their end users via an IP solution

•

Virgin Media, although operating an independent network from Openreach, is aiming to align analogue voice withdrawal for our
own customers on VM’s network.

•

There are a total of 31,740,000 exchange line connections1 in the UK today, so the scale of the task of ensuring that all analogue
voice customers are migrated by 2025 is significant.

Organic Migration, through

Managed Migration, through

•
•

•
•

New Customer Sales
Single Customer Interactions

Replacement of Network Equipment
Affects Customers served by that
Equipment

1. Q3 19 data from Ofcom Telecommuncations Market Data Update - https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/190442/q3-2019-telecoms-data-update.pdf
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Migration Trial
Managed Migrations need to be carefully considered.
• Customers will not have a choice to remain on legacy technology
• Customer base will be likely to include:
• Known vulnerable customers
• Unknown vulnerable customers

• Customers who connect devices to their phone line
• Customers who do not engage with any communication campaign
• Customers make limited use of landlines, but still see them as a way to call Emergency Services
• Customers who do not use their phone (despite taking a service)
• Information must tell customers key messages, including differences between services (power resilience etc) in a clear and
understandable way
• Need to trial how a migration will work by testing
• Communication Content
• Communication Channels
• Customer Support
Virgin Media | Public
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Trial Migration – SW Trial
Small but representative sample of around 1700 customers chosen,
predominantly in South West, to trial a full migration.

Stockport :
SK3 SK5
Consumer MDU

Trial Dates : Sep 19 – Mar 20

South West :
EX2 EX4
PL2 PL6
TQ1 TQ3
Consumer Only

Camden:
NW1 NW5
Consumer
some small
business
Virgin Media | Public
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SW Trial – Comms
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SW Trial – Communication Overview
Detailed Letters to
customers with
migration offer

Pre-migration comms to
remote migration
customers

Letters with Migration
plans and dates

Pre Trial

Initial Comms Phase

Outbound calls and SMS
follow up

Pre Trial
Letters to Customers
Letters to Local
Authorities
Letters to other relevant
stakeholders

Virgin Media | Public

Follow Up Comms

Outbound calling
customers

Final Comms and Calls

Plus
Follow up for non-responding
customers:
Home Visits + Comms

Final Comms advising of
network switch over date
Letters to Customers
Letters to LAs and other
stakeholders

• Website
• Dedicated Number
• Post Migration
Survey
• Complaint
Monitoring

CTIO
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Customer Reaction
Phone Usage Checks
• Able to confirm customers phone usage remains same before and after
migration

Customer Research
Pre Install Information
• Majority of customers satisfied with pre-migration information
• Third of customers neutral
• Website FAQs less well received : third of customers who visited site did
not agree that they were “really helpful”.
Install / Post Install
• Nearly 90% satisfaction with engineer installs
• Two thirds found new service “no different” than old service

Churn / Faults / Complaints
• Monitored during and following migrations
• Currently reviewing to determine if IP Voice drives any different
behaviours to normal customer reactions.

CTIO
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Vulnerable Customers
c2%
x2

c1%

Virgin Media | Public

Number of Customers
flagged as vulnerable prior
to trial

Additional Protections for Vulnerable / Telehealth
Customers :
•

Prioritisation for Home Visits.

Number of customers
identified as vulnerable
during process

•

All vulnerable customers engineer installed with battery
back up (unless opted out).

•

Specific additional communications prior to migrations /
switch over.

•

Specific outbound calling.

•

Dedicated contact number allowed for individual case
management

Number of customers
identified in CDR Telecare
sweep

CTIO
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Thoughts so far…

Still reviewing trial information, but:
•

Communications did engage and inform a lot of customers

•

Some changes to messaging will be made, but overall message seemed well received

•

Checks on customers post migration appear to show little change in usage patterns

•

Remote migrations valuable for customers who choose not to engage

•

No specific reaction from “unexpected” ceased lines

•

Considering how to drive more interaction with other stakeholders / local authorities
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Thank you
IPVoice@virginmedia.co.uk
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Members’ updates
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AOB
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